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for the National
Center for Research Resources
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8% Model
4% Model
and other NIH
Fiscal year
2004
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components that
Number of new and competing
10,600 11,100
9,950 9,450
support major regrants
search resources.
Total number of grants
39,860 44,555
38,775 41,249
Maintain a roAverage cost increase for
+4.2
+4.2
+2.5
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bust
intramural
noncompeting grants (%)
NIH
research
proResearch centers, other research (%)
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gram. The NIH inTraining (%)
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center of our nation’s biomedical
NIH funding indicators under two scenarios. A more detailed table is research enterprise.
The last compreavailable (14 ).
hensive review of
Sustain commitments to continuing this program occurred in 1994 in a different
awards. Funding stability is essential for climate of science and funding policy (11).
success of multiyear research projects, for The scope and needs of the program would
stabilization of research teams, and for benefit from reexamination.
training and career development of new
scientists. Average duration of the RPG Lessons from the Model
award should not fall below 4 years. Fund- Resource allocations can conform to these
ing for continuing awards should recognize principles if overall funding is maintained at
that measures of inflation in biomedical re- 8 to 9% annually, near the historical rate (12).
search tend to exceed the Consumer Price Annual appropriations increases of less than
Index by approximately 1.5% per year.
6% squeeze competing funding priorities and
The average cost of awards has increased force retrogressive choices on NIH leadermarkedly during the doubling period (up ship. At risk would be new research support,
more than 44% from 1998) (10), largely be- maintenance of previous commitments, adecause of scientific advances and the intro- quacy of support for equipment and shared
duction of new technologies. Arbitrary re- resources, shrinkage of training opportuniductions in recommended funding of awards ties, and other deleterious consequences.
could have even more adverse effects on
To ease the transition to the postdoubling
NIH research than in earlier years. If reduc- environment, NIH should continue to intions from peer-recommended levels of crease infrastructure and training support
funding are necessary, the cuts should not and should attempt to reduce existing costexceed 3 to 6%.
sharing. Once doubling is finished, the presPreserve the capacity of awardee insti- sure to share costs will increase. Thus, the
tutions. There is already significant cost- level of annual growth for NIH, between 2.1
sharing, direct and indirect, on federally and 2.3% (13), included in the President’s
sponsored biomedical research, and the fi- Budget for FY 2004–07 is alarming and
nancial stresses on academic medical cen- worse than any scenario we modeled (see
ters provide little capacity for further cost- figure, previous page, and table, this page);
sharing. Congress and NIH must recognize it would create wrenching choices for NIH
that reductions in approved budgets will re- and the research community.
duce the scope of research accomplished.
Recognize new needs of contemporary New Realities
biomedical science. Scientific progress is The Administration has proposed a FY 2003
invariably accompanied by growing com- budget of $27.3 billion for NIH, a 15.8% inplexity and expense. New areas of research crease over the current year; if funded, this
underscore modern biology’s reliance on will complete the doubling goal. The budget
sophisticated instrumentation, information allocates 53% of the increase to NIAID, prisystems, animal models, specialized sup- marily to counter bioterrorism, and to NCI.
port facilities, and large teams of individu- Most other NIH institutes and centers would
als with highly specialized skills. Transla- receive budget raises between 8 and 9%,
tion of new basic research advancements to which means that they would be managing a
clinical research and improved patient care postdoubling research portfolio next year.
will require that a sophisticated research in- This is due to dramatic changes in the econofrastructure, still embryonic, be integrated my and national priorities.
into health-care delivery systems. NIH budThe first change is the disappearance of
gets should continue to respond to scientific the projected federal budget surplus and the
opportunity by providing adequate funding return to deficit spending. The second, far
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more momentous, change occurred with the
terrorist attacks on America. Forthcoming
budgets must properly reflect expanded priorities for military readiness and national security. The president requested that $1.75
billion of the $27.3 billion requested for
NIH be directed to biological defense, of
which $1.08 billion is dedicated to basic and
applied research. This may well generate
new, broadly applicable innovations, as well
as focus attention on such areas as emerging
infectious diseases, vaccine development,
and restoration of the nation’s public health
infrastructure. It also may inadvertently
“crowd out” spending for research activities
not directly related to biodefense.
Many policy-makers may feel that the federal government has done its part for NIHfunded research and that the agency can be
allowed to coast, aside from its bioterrorism
research, at static levels of funding. To the
contrary, we emphasize that levels of growth
below 6 to 8% will negate many of the advantages achieved by the doubling and will
undo the benefits of this extraordinary and
bold policy decision. They will also severely
strain the relationship of trust between NIH
and its awardees on which our nation’s successes in biomedical research rest.
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